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A designer. his boss. and one of the VHDL lan
guage designers are in the same train travelling
through Scotland. Suddenly, through the window.
they catch sight ofa black ship.

"Oh•.. says the boss. "In Scotland ships are black. ..

"No." says the designer. "All we can say is that in
Scotland. at least one ship is black."

" I am sony." interrupts the VHDL language de
signer. 'The only thing we can say is that in Scot
land. there is at least one ship one side of which
is black."

[AB094]



Summary

Summary
IDaSS is an Interactive Design and Simulation System that is targeted towards VLSI designs of com
plex data processing integrated circuits. The work described in this report is an implementation of a
converter from IDaSS design files into VHDL «VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits) Hard
ware Description Language». An IDaSS design file is a text file, containing ASCII characters. Because
IDaSS is a design and simulation system, design and simulation state information is stored in the design
file. A parser that can handle these design files is built around Lex and Yacc, which are common used
tools to construct parsers. The rest of the parser is implemented in C. To be able to translate IDaSS con
structs to VHDL we need to extract specific information out of the design file and store it into memory.
After this it is possible to extend or change the design information necessary to generate correct VHDL
code. The problem we are faced with is how to generate VHDL that can be used for synthesis. Synthe
sis tools have limitations in that the full VHDL syntax (and associated semantics) cannot be synthe
sized. The various blocks used in IDaSS can be translated in such a way that the VHDL description
closely reflects the IDaSS specification.

The functions of an IDaSS operator are modelled as VHDL procedures. All assignments used in an
operator function can almost directly be translated into VHDL. Some complex operators used in an
assignment need special treatment and a number of VHDL code lines are required to model the exact
operation. Control connector specifications are translated into VHDL case statements. Overlapping val
ues used in the control specification are automatically translated into non-overlapping ones. IDaSS reg
isters are modelled using a sequential VHDL process. To model three-state outputs existing VHDL
models are extended with an extra process specification that implements the actual three-state output.
State machines need to be described by two processes: a registered process to store the state variable
and a combinational process to describe state transitions and output decoding. The actual state descrip
tions are translated into control output assignments which implement the block commands. Conditional
blocks used in the state description are modelled using VHDL case statements. Again the overlap
between different case entries is automatically translated into non-overlapping entries. To keep seman
tics between IDaSS state descriptions and the VHDL code the same we must insert some extra VHDL
code.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
As part of a research project focusing on specification and implementation of complex digital circuits
the section of Digital Information Processing Systems is working on a complete systems design path
from specification to implementation. The design path includes several tools amongst which is IDaSS.

IDaSS is an Interactive Design and Simulation System that is targeted towards VLSI designs of com
plex data processing ASIC's. With IDaSS one can interactively design and simulate a digital system at
a 'language' level between Register Transfer Level (RTL) and higher level languages. Once a design is
completed in IDaSS one would like to have the corresponding hardware implementation.

To shorten the design-time from a specification in IDaSS to a real chip layout we like to have a con
verter that automatically translates the design into a language suitable for a commercial silicon com
piler. We use VHDL as target language because VHDL is becoming an important language for
synthesis.VHDL, short for the VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits) Hardware Description
Language is a notation for hardware description standardized by the Institute of Electrical and Electron
ics Engineers (IEEE) in 1987 [LRM87]. VHDL originally was designed as documentation and simula
tion language.

The work described in this report is an implementation of a converter from IDaSS design files into
VHDL. The converter is an extension of an existing simple converter described in [Kru94]. The latter
was only able to translate designs in structural VHDL. This means that only a description of what its
subcomponents are and how the subcomponents are connected to each other is generated. To complete
the VHDL description one needs a behavioural description of all the subcomponents. The latter is
focused on in this report. The problem we are faced with is how to generate VHDL that can be used for
synthesis. Synthesis tools have limitations in that the full VHDL syntax (and associated semantics) can
not be synthesized. When using synthesis, the VHDL has to be written from the outset under synthesis
guidelines. The VHDL Synthesis Special Interest Group (SSIG) is working on the development of a
standard VHDL package for synthesis [Har92]. This group, operating under the Design Automation
Standards Subcommittee of the IEEE, is composed of both synthesis vendors and users interested in
developing standards for VHDL. The goal of the group is to "enhance portability of synthesizable mod
els by developing standard practices and definitions for representing design information needed for
synthesis." Until now the group has only released preliminary versions of such a synthesis package.
Most commercial VHDL synthesizers available today however do have their own definitions and pack
ages. Within a few years from know VHDL synthesizers that are compliant with the standard synthesis
package will become available. Unfortunately we have to live with the limitations of the currently
available synthesizers.

The objectives for the converter are:

• The IDaSS design must be converted in such a way that the functionality of the design stays the
same. This means that simulation in IDaSS and simulation in VHDL give the same results.

• A (large) number of commercial VHDL synthesizers should be able to handle the complete design
without user modifications.

• The converter must be easy to extend to handle full IDaSS functionality (if synthesizable) and easy
to configure as front-end for a specific VHDL synthesizer.

The converter can be used for the following purposes:

Section of
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• Shorten the design-time from specification to real chip layout. This enables designers to quickly
investigate different architectures regarding:

- Chip area

- Power consumption

- Clock speed

• Empower designers to verify that their design can be implemented in real hardware.

• Front-end for VHDL synthesizers.

The converter can be roughly divided into the following parts:

• A tokenizer/parser to read the IDaSS design file. For this part Lex (Gnu flex) and Yacc (Berkeley)
are used which are available on most UNIX systems or can be freely obtained.

• A set of highly complex algorithms to:

- transform the internal data-structure

- find a lot of hidden system parts

- optimize the system (expression optimization)

• A back-end that writes the actual VHDL code in several files.

This report describes for all IDaSS objects, that can be handled by the converter, how they are mapped
to VHDL. All problems and modelling styles are discussed using an example of a VHDL equivalent of
the IDaSS object as it is generated by the converter. Those people interested in details of the implemen
tation can consult the C-code which contains lots of comment to understand the code. Together with the
information presented in this report it will be easy to understand the actual implementation. The C-code
is not attached onto this report but can (with some restrictions) be obtained from the section of Digital
Information Processing Systems.

Throughout this report we assume that the reader is familiar with VHDL. Those interested in an exten
sive description of the language can use one of the many books on VHDL such as
[LSU89),[AB094),[Ash90]. Furthermore we do not describe the full features of IDaSS and the various
description languages used in IDaSS. A full description of IDaSS however can be found in [Ver90a).

Page 2
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Overview of the structural converter

2 Overview of the structural converter
As already stated in chapter 1 there already exists a very simple converter that is able to convert an
IDaSS design into a structural VHDL description. This chapter gives a short overview of this structural
converter. First in section 2.1 we briefly show how an IDaSS design looks like. After this section 2.2
gives an overview of what that simple converter can handle.

2.1 The lDaSS design tool

IDaSS describes a design as a tree-like hierarchy of schematics. A schematic contains elements like
registers, RAM's, ROM's, combinatorial (ALU-like) 'operators' and associated Finite State Machine
(FSM) controllers. Data transfer is described by drawing lines representing data busses. IDaSS uses
specially tailored languages to describe the behaviour of operators and FSM controllers. A screen dump
of an IDaSS design is shown in figure 1.

pcO := pcl inc

~ States: ctrl.

SllIalltalk/V Transcript

enable;
disable: pcO;
disable: CyZo;
load;
load;

will cOllie here

stackOp
pcALU
ALU
pc
flaas

[ instReg
8BBI
"RET"

~essages

(stripped) SllIalltalk V/ZB~ inclw
IDaSS VB.BBI dated July 1991

~ Operator: pcALU. • inc' tID E!)
('increlllent the progralll counter:"

~ainDecode:

"Decode the fetched instruction.

IDaSS is started with the • start
entry in the screen background Ill'

r

~essages will cOllie here

Figure 1: Screen dump ofan IDaSS session.
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Overview of the structural converter

For IDaSS there exists a manual describing the full features [Ver90a]. Once a design is completely
specified and simulated within IDaSS it can be saved as a so called IDaSS design file (DES-file). This
design file is used as input for the structural converter. The next section will shortly describe the fea
tures of this converter. A full description of the structural converter can be found in [Kru94].

2.2 Features of the structural converter

The structural converter uses an IDaSS design file as input. Such a design file is a text file, containing
ASCII characters. Each line starts with a 'switch' character. Following this, a second and even third
switch character may be present, depending on what the line 'means'. Optionally, one or more data
items may be placed following the switch character(s). Because IDaSS is a design and simulation sys
tem, design and simulation state information are merged in the design file. Also, information needed for
drawing purposes and comments are stored in the design file. A complete and in-depth description of
the IDaSS design file format can be found in [Ver90b].

The tokenizer and parser that handles the IDaSS design files are build around the tools Lex [Les75] and
Yacc [Joh75]. The tokenizer is able to tum a line containing several switch characters and data items in
tokens. Every switch character is returned as single token. The parser only handles those things neces
sary for a structural description, that is, it skips the behavioural description of the IDaSS objects.

The converter solves a number of problems that occur when mapping IDaSS constructs to VHDL. The
most important are:

• Names in IDaSS

In IDaSS there are no restrictions in giving names to objects. In VHDL however there are some
names that are reserved words. Furthermore in IDaSS it is possible to use names that are not valid in
VHDL, that is, use more than one underscore in succession or end a name with an underscore.
IDaSS also has the ability to use internal variables to describe the behaviour of an object. The names
of these internal variables are called tempnames and always start with an underscore which also is
not valid in VHDL. Some contacts in IDaSS have a default name that starts with an '*' which is also
not valid in VHDL. All these problems are handled in the converter by automatic renaming all
names that are invalid.

In IDaSS it is possible to use the same name for an object at different places in the hierarchy. Some
synthesis tools however enforce the use of unique names. To overcome this problem the converter
uses a renaming scheme for all objects so one gets unique names throughout the whole design.

• Completing the design information

Not all the information that is required to generate correct VHDL code can be found in the design
file. Information that also is necessary is:

- the width of busses

- the width of schematic contacts

- the direction of schematic contacts.

The converter automatically computes this information from the information available in the design
file.

Page 4
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Overview of the structural converter

All IDaSS systems are mapped to VHDL entities. To describe hierarchy the converter uses the concept
of components. For every IDaSS schematic one structural file will be generated that holds one entity
declaration and one architecture body of the schematic consisting of component and signal declarations
and component instantiations. Every system that resides on the schematic must also be described as an
entity together with an architecture body describing its behaviour. In the simple converter only an entity
declaration and an empty architecture body of the system is generated. To complete the description one
must fill in this architecture body. The rest of this report will discuss how the behaviour description of
various IDaSS objects can be translated into VHDL.

Section of
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3 IDaSS operators
Operators model all asynchronous elements in a design. The number of inputs and outputs is unlimited.
Operators can execute one or more user-defined functions. The operations of a function are entered in a
mathematical description following a pre-defined syntax. The functions can range from simple bus
width conversions and multiplexers to a full IEEE floating point ALU. In section 3.1 we briefly discuss
the syntax of the operator block language, especially the syntax of expressions and how they are stored
in memory. After that section 3.2 shows how an operator block description can be translated into
VHDL and what problems have to be solved to do this translation.

3.1 Operator block language

The syntax for the description language and the allowed operators is described in chapter 9 and 11 of
[Ver90a]. Every function has a name and can be made up of several assignments. There are three differ
ent types of operators that can be used in an expression of an assignments. These types are unary, binary
and keyword operators. The syntax and precedence handling for the expressions used in IDaSS follows
that of Smalltalk. Within each operator type, all operators are evaluated left-to-right. Normal braces can
be used to change precedence, as usual. Unary operators have the highest precedence level, followed by
binary operators and these again followed by keyword operators. Below an example of all three opera
tor types is given.

Unary operator (inc):

pc inc

Binary operator (+ and *):

5 + 6 * 4

Note that the expression is evaluated left to right so the result will be 44 and not 29!

Keyword operator (from: to:):

accu from: 2 to: 6

Keyword operators can have more than one parameter. Here bits 2..6 are taken from the value
represented by 'accu'.

An example of an operator function called 'add' is given below:

Fadd 1

'"Basic add without carry operation:"

_sum .-

(1 zeroes, accu) +

(1 zeroes, temp).

'out :=_sum from: 0 to: 7.

'co :=_sum at: 8

Section of
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IDaSS operators

As can be seen this function is made up of 3 assignments. The first assignment uses a temporary varia
ble to ease the function description.

3.1.1 Expression-trees

To be able to translate the functions of an operator the tokenizer and parser are extended to handle the
operator syntax. Every expression is stored as an expression-tree. The C-structure of a node of an
expression-tree is defined as follows:

struct EXPR {

int width;

enum OPERATOR op;

struct EXPR *rightarg;

union

{ struct EXPR *arg;

char *operand;

NumberPtr constant;

} left;

}

Every node in the expression has a width. This width is the width of the result after performing opera
tion 'op' on the left and the right argument. The 'op' field is an element of the enumerated type OPER
TOR that holds all valid IDaSS operators. To demonstrate all this, below the expression-tree for the
expression used in the assignment '_sum' of function 'add' is given:

left.arg

aCON-

op bADD

rightarg
1---1

Figure 2: Expression-tree of the expression used in assignment '_sum'

Page 8
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JDaSS operators

In the expression-tree of figure 2 the 'width' field is left out. As can be seen the items of the 'op' field
use a prefix to indicate what type the operator has. For instance the binary operator 'add' is named
bADD. Every binary operator has a left and a right argument. The operator 'zeroes' is a unary operator
and therefore called uZEROES. All unary operators only have a left argument. The leaf nodes of an
expression-tree are made up of operands or constants. To distinguish between them we use the names
aCONSTANT and aOPERAND. An operand always points to a string while a constant points to a bit
string. In IDaSS all internal calculations can be 128 bits wide so we need bitstrings of arbitrary length
to store constants. We use a C-library constructed by ir. G.LJ.M. Janssen (Design Automation section
of Eindhoven University of Technology) for all internal calculations on IDaSS constants. This library
has defined a C data type called 'Numberptr' which is a pointer to a number expressed as a bitvector of
arbitrary length.

A bit more difficult is storing an expression that contains keyword operators. All keyword operators
have a left argument and can have a maximum of 3 parameters which in fact is a maximum of 3 right
arguments 1. To be able to use the same internal nodes which only have one right argument we use
nodes that hold a dummy operator called kDUMMY. These dummy nodes are the start of the
(sub)expression-trees holding the various parameters. For example the expression used in the assign
ment 'out' looks like this (again the 'width' field is left out):

,
I
1 Ir
I 2 -=-1 1/1.: .J I

parameter 1
I 6 -=- I
I.: - - - - - .J')arameter 2

Figure 3: Expression-tree ofthe expression used in assignment 'out'.

Like in Smalltalk the keyword operators are described by concatenating the constituting keywords into
a single string. Note that each colon is followed by a parameter (expression).

1. In IDaSS version O.08m only operator merge: from: to: has 3 parameters.

Section of
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IDaSS operators

3.2 Modelling operator blocks in VHDL

All IDaSS operators are mapped to VHDL processes. As already mentioned, operators describe combi
national circuits. A block is said to be combinational if its outputs are only dependent on its inputs, not
on an internal state. To model this in VHDL it is important that all input signals are part of the sensitiv
ity list of the process. An operator can have more than one function. If this is the case then all separate
functions are mapped onto VHDL procedures; one procedure for every operator function.

As an example below the architecture description of the function 'add' as given in section 3.1 is shown.
This function is part of an operator called 'ALU" that has 2 inputs (temp and accu) and 2 outputs (outl
and co). This operator does have more than one function so we need to use VHDL procedures. For sim
plicity we only show function 'add'.

ENTITY ALU IS
PORT (

accu; IN std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0);

temp; IN std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0);
co ; OUT std_ulogic;
outl; OUT std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0)

);

ENDALU;

ARCHITECTURE behaviour OF ALU IS

BEGIN

PROCESS(accu,temp)

PROCEDURE add IS

VARIABLE d2v_sum; std_ulogic_vector(8 DOWNTO 0);

BEGIN
d2v_sum;= '0' & accu + ('0' & temp);

outl <= d2v_sum(7 DOWNTO 0);
co <= d2v_sum(8);

END add;

BEGIN

END PROCESS;

END behaviour;

Page 10
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lDaSS operators

As can be seen all inputs are in the sensitivity list of the process. The temporary variable '_sum' is
mapped onto a VHDL variable. The variable is renamed to 'd2v_sum' because in VHDL a name may
not start with an underscore. Another difference between the IDaSS description and the VHDL code is
that variable 'd2v_sum' must first be declared before it can be used. In this declaration one needs to
specify the width of the variable. The width of this variable is dependent on the expression used in the
assignment of the temporary variable. The converter contains a function that calculates the width of an
expression and all (sub)-nodes of that expression. The field 'width' of struct EXPR is used to store
these widths. For calculating the width of an expression we apply the rules for available expression
operators as stated in chapter 11 of the IDaSS manual [Ver90a]. If a node is a constant then the width is
set to O.

3.2.1 Constants

The width of a node is also used when translating constants used in expressions to VHDL. To under
stand this one must know that the converter uses the multivalued logic types defined in the Standard
Logic Package std_Iogic_1164 standardized by the IEEE. All interface signals and VHDL signals are
described using these logic types. The consequence of this is that it is not possible to use normal inte
gers in an expression unless one uses type conversion functions. Not all VHDL synthesizers do have
conversion functions between integers and these logic types. Furthermore, if these functions exist, they
also need to know the width of the vector to translate the integer value in. To overcome this problem
and to be compatible between various VHDL synthesizers of different companies we decided to do the
translation in the converter. If an expression contains constants these constants are translated to bitvec
tors of the correct length. To illustrate this below two IDaSS assignments and the translated VHDL
code is shown.

IDaSS assignments:

outl .- accu + 5.

out2 .- 9.

VHDLcode:

outl <= accu + "00000101";

out2 <= "1001";

In this example operand 'accu' is 8 bits wide so the left argument (the constant value 5) must be trans
lated to an 8 bits vector. Because we have calculated the width of all nodes in an expression tree it is
easy to see that 'accu' indeed is 8 bits. For the second assignment this is a bit more difficult. As already
stated the width of a node describing a constant is set to O. The expression used in the second assign
ment is made up of only 1 node (constant 9). The converter must search for the width of output 'out2' to
know the length of the logic vector. In our example this width is 4.

Section of
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3.2.2 Precedence of operators

Another problem that has to be solved is the precedence of the IDaSS operators. The precedence of the
equivalent VHDL operators is different. To solve this problem one has to automatically insert braces to
keep semantics the same. The parser of the IDaSS expressions is organized in such a way that it takes
the precedence of the IDaSS operators and inserted braces into account when building an expression
tree. In figure 4 two versions of an expression with braces on different places and their expression-trees
are depicted. Also the corresponding VHDL expressions are shown. The expression-trees are drawn
somewhat simplified!

Expression 1

IDaSS: a + b * c + d

+

Expression 2

IOaSS: (a + b) * (c + d)
-----7'r-----,

*

*__-1---')1 C +
-t------;)jb

a ~t---i.

+
-+----')ld

C ~t---i.

VHDL: (a + b) * c + d VHDL: (a + b) * (c + d)

Figure 4: Expressions with braces on different places.

As can be seen, for expression lone needs extra braces in VHDL to keep the precedence the same. To
guarantee that all expressions are translated correctly we use a function that checks for every node the
precedence of the arguments and inserts braces if needed. This function checks for a given node if the
child has lower precedence and inserts braces. The function uses the precedence of VHDL operators as
stated in the IEEE Standard VHDL Language Reference Manual [LRM87]. Remember that IDaSS
evaluates expressions from left to right within the same precedence level.

For example when translating expression 1 we start with node'+' .The child, that is the left argument of
this '+' node, is a node with operator '*'. In VHDL the operator '*' has higher precedence than operator
'+' so no braces are needed. When we arrive at the node of operator '*' the left argument is a node with
operator '+'. Because in VHDL operator '*' has higher precedence than operator '+' we need to insert
braces here.The scope of the function that checks the precedence is only 2 nodes viz. the current node
and the child we want to process.

The data-structure as it is defined until know can not hold the use of braces in an IDaSS expression.
Thus expression a + b" c + d is stored exactly the same way as expression (a+b)" c + d. Normally it
is not necessary to store the fact that braces are used in the expression. In fact the braces of

Page 12
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IDaSS operators

expression (a+b) * c + d are redundant in IDaSS. Recapitulated one can say that if one uses a
parser that takes the use of braces into account and a function that checks the precedence of a
node and its child node one can solve all problems. Unfortunately this is not true in the case of
translating IDaSS to VHDL

To illustrate this consider the IDaSS expression and corresponding expression-tree of figure 5.

Again the expression-tree drawn is somewhat simplified.

+
(1 zeroes, a) + (1 zeroes, b)

,
,

oIE--+_
OIE--+-

Figure 5: IDaSS expression and corresponding expr. -tree.

The IDaSS operator',' means concatenation and must be translated into the VHDL concatenation oper
ator '&'. Unfortunately in VHDL the operators '+', '-' and '&' (concatenation) have the same prece
dence. If we use the function, already described, to check the precedence then this function will
compute that no braces in VHDL are needed. The VHDL version of the expression looks like:

'0' & a + '0' & b

Because VHDL also evaluates expressions from left to right within the same precedence level, first '0'
is concatenated to operand 'a'. Value '0' is added to the result of this concatenation and after that oper
and 'b' is concatenated to the result of this addition. This is not equal to what is specified in the IDaSS
expression. We must translate the IDaSS expression to the following VHDL code to get the same
behaviour as in IDaSS:

'0' & a + ('0' & b)

That is use braces around the right argument of operator '+'. To be able to insert these braces when
translating an expression to VHDL we must somehow know that there are braces in the IDaSS expres
sion. To do this we added an extra boolean field in the C-structure EXPR called 'brace'. This boolean
'brace' is set to TRUE if the (sub)-expression is surrounded with braces. For the example above in node
'+' the field 'brace' is FALSE and is TRUE for the nodes ','. Furthermore this boolean only has a
meaning for those nodes that are right arguments of a binary operator. The latter holds because VHDL
already evaluates an expression from left to right so only for the right argument of an operator there
might be a need to use extra braces.

3.2.3 Complex operators

IDaSS has a couple of powerful but complex operators. Translating these complex operators to VHDL
is not always very easy. This section will discuss a few of such complex operators, that is the keyword
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operators that simulate a two-input multiplexer and a few shift operators. A number of other complex
operators can be modelled using techniques that are also used to translate the various shift operators.
How this can be done is investigated by lohan Pont. The result of this investigation can be found in his
graduation report.

3.2.3.1 Two-input mUltiplexers

Two important and powerful complex operators are the keyword operators ifl :ifO: and ifl :ifO ('mux'
operator). These operators simulate two-input multiplexers, which are steered by a single bit.

An example of an expression containing such operator is:

o := (opr at: 10)

if1: (10 zeroes)

if0: (opr from: 9 to: 0).

Depending on bit 10 of input 'opr' the value "0000000000" or the value represented by the 10 least sig
nificant bits of 'opr' are assigned to output '0'.

It is possible, of course, to build larger 'decision trees' by stacking these multiplexers. An example of
an expression containing multiple 'mux' operators is:

ctrl :=((wait)

if0: (3 zeroes)

if1: ((zero)

if1: (%001 width: 3)

if0: ((opr at: 12)

if0: (%011 width: 3)

if1: (%100 width: 3)))).

In this expression, first input 'wait' is tested. If the value of this input is 1 then input zero is tested and
if 0 then bit 12 of input 'opr' is tested. Assuming that this expression is part of a function called 'abc' of
an IDaSS operator we show the equivalent VHDL procedure that is generated by the converter.

PROCEDURE abc IS

VARIABLE d2v_if3: std_ulogic_vector(2 DOWNTO 0);
VARIABLE d2v_if2: std_ulogic_vector(2 DOWNTO 0);
VARIABLE d2v_ifl: std_ulogic_vector(2 DOWNTO 0);

BEGIN
IF opr(12) = '0' THEN
d2v_if3 := "011";

ELSE
d2v_if3 := "100";
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END IF;
IF zero = '1' THEN

d2v_if2 := "001";

ELSE
d2v_if2 := d2v_if3;

END IF;
IF wait ='0' THEN

d2v_ifl := "000";

ELSE
d2v_ifl := d2v_if2;

END IF;
ctrl <= d2v_ifl;

END abc;
As can be seen every 'mux' operator is translated to an IF ... THEN .. , ELSE construction. We use inter
nal variables to store the results of the different 'mux' operators. Before translating an expression we
need to check if an expression contains 'mux' operators and then declare an internal variable for every
'mux' operator. This internal variable always is called 'd2v_ifx' where x is a number to make the varia
ble unique within its name scope (the name scope is the body of the VHDL procedure). To correctly
declare these internal variables we use the calculated width of the different results of the 'mux' opera
tors.

An important difference between the IDaSS and the VHDL description is the order in which we must
describe the 'mux' operators in VHDL. As can be seen from the previous VHDL description the 'mux'
operators are written in reverse order to the IDaSS description. The reason for this is that VHDL
sequentially executes the assignments of procedure 'abc'. Note that in the IDaSS expression the result
of the second 'mux' operator (test zero) can be the result of the last 'mux' operator (test opr at: 12).
This happens if the value of input 'zero' is 0 and is described in VHDL with the assignment d2v_if2 :=
d2v_if3;. Because of the sequential behaviour of a VHDL procedure we must carry out the assignments
to d2v_if3 beforehand.The converter reads the expression into memory in the same order as it is written
down in IDaSS. If we would generate the VHDL code in the same order as in IDaSS we have a problem
assigning the result of the last 'mux' operator to the second 'mux' operator. To overcome this problem
the converter scans every expression that contains 'mux' operators and determines the correct order to
write these 'mux' operators.

3.2.3.2 Shift operators

In IDaSS a number of logical and arithmetic rotate and shift operators are available. For example the
keyword operator 'shl:' is a logical/arithmetic shift left operator. The number of bits over which the
shift or rotate actions take place is given by the value (or expression) following the keyword. This can
be a constant or variable. In the latter case a 'barrel shifter' is described.

The problem with mapping rotate and shift operators to VHDL is that the VHDL standard [LRM87]
does not define any shift or rotate operators at all. This shortage is set to right in the new VHDL stand
ard called VHDL'92. Unfortunately all VHDL synthesizers available today do define their own arith
metic package containing proprietary shift operators. Synopsys has a package called 'std_Iogic_arith'
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that contains the function 'SHL' and 'SHR'. Compass also has a synthesis package that contains the
operators 'shl' and 'shr'. The use of these operators is: shl(arg,count). In this case the function shifts the
bits of its argument 'arg' left by 'count' bits. Vacated bits are filled with zeros. The functions 'shl' and
'shr' can directly be used to model the IDaSS keyword operators 'shl:' and 'shr:'. The VHDL functions
do accept variables as 'count' argument. The shift functions of both VHDL synthesizers also work with
signed numbers. Thus to model the IDaSS keyword operator 'sar:' we can use shr(arg,count) where
'arg' is a signed number. If 'arg' is defined as a std_ulogic_vector we must use a conversion function to
make sure that the argument is interpreted as a signed number e.g. shr(to_signed(arg),count).

We can conclude that it is possible to model the IDaSS keyword operators 'shl:'; 'shr:' and 'sar:'. We
only need to know how the VHDL functions are called in a specific synthesis package and what conver
sion functions are available. IDaSS however has a few more shift and rotate functions available.
Assuming that every VHDL synthesizer at least has functions available that perform left and right shifts
we can model all IDaSS shifts and rotates using these VHDL functions. Below we show how this can
be done:

IDaSS operator 'sol:'. Shift left, introducing ones in the least significant bit(s).

VHDL equivalent of the expression: 0 := arg sol: count.

ones := "11111111";

0<= (shl(arg,count) OR shr(ones,(arg'length - count)));

Explanation: The converter must generate an internal variable that is initialized with a vector containing
only' 1'bits (this variable is called 'ones' in the example above). The width of this vector is equal to the
width of 'arg'. We use the normal 'shl' function to shift 'arg' the numbers of bits needed. Note that the
function 'shl' introduces zeros. Because operator 'sol:' introduces' 1's instead of 'O's we construct a
mask from variable 'ones' that contains the correct number of '1' bits on the least significant side. For
example if 'arg' is 8 bits wide and 'count' has value 3 then the mask will become "00000111". Now by
simply DRing the result of function 'shl' with this mask we get the correct result.

The same trick can be applied for IDaSS keyword operator 'sor:'. We only have to change 'shl' into
'shr' and visa versa:

VHDL equivalent of the expression: 0 := arg sor: count.

ones := "11111111";

0<= (shr(arg,count) OR shl(ones,(arg'length - count)));

IDaSS also contains two rotate operators called 'ror:' (rotate right) and 'rol:' (rotate left). Again we can
use the functions 'shl' and 'shr' to model the IDaSS operators:

VHDL equivalent of the expression: 0 := arg rol: count.

0<= (shl(arg,count) OR shr<arg,(arg1ength - count)));
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VHDL equivalent of the expression: 0 := arg ror: count.

0<= (shr(arg,count) OR sh1(arg,(arg'length - count)));

3.2.4 Expression optimizations

A number of optimizations (transformations) on IDaSS expressions are performed to simplify the gen
erated VHDL code. All these optimizations are different kinds of constant folding. The transformation
called constant folding attempts to perform parts of a computation at translation time, when an IDaSS
expression is being translated. For example the expression 0 := 3 + 5. can be translated into 0 := 8. Con
stant folding can also alter the control structure of an expression. When a 'mux' operator depends on a
test such as 0 < 1 ...• we know the outcome of the test in advance. We can replace the 'mux' operator
with the (sub)-tree describing the true part. Furthermore IDaSS has a unary operator called 'width' that
can be used to determine the width of any connector or expression result. This operator is very useful if
one wants to use parametrisation inside a function description. For example to describe an expression
that assigns the bits MSB-5 to MSB -2 from input connector 'i' to output connector '0' one could use
(note that the LSB has number 0):

o := i from: (i width - 6) to: (i width - 3).

This expression is correct for every input connector 'i' that is at least 6 bits wide and not needs to be
altered if the width if connector 'i' changes. Before a designer saves an IDaSS design he has to set the
desired width of connector 'i'. When translating such an expression we can compute the real bit posi
tions. If 'i' is 8 bits the translated expression becomes:

o := i from: 2 to: 5.

All the above mentioned optimizations are implemented in the converter using the C-library of ir.
G.LJ.M. Janssen of the Design Automation Section to do the actual calculations on arbitrary length
bitvectors.
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4 Control connectors
In the previous chapter we have discussed how the different functions of, for instance an IDaSS opera
tor, can be translated into VHDL. If an operator has more than one function we must somehow be able
to control what function at a given time is active. In IDaSS there are 2 possibilities to do this. The first
one is to use a state machine controller that directly controls the operator. Another possibility is to use a
control input on the operator itself. The latter is the subject of this chapter. In section 4.1 we briefly
show the syntax of a control connector specification. After that section 4.2 shows how a control con
nector can be modelled in VHDL.

4.1 Semantics

Each IDaSS object can have a 'control connector' to control all functions of that object. A control con
nector can have an arbitrary number of bits. When connected to a bus, the control connector uses the
value on this bus to control the object. The control connector's behaviour is specified with a text
description. The syntax of this description is stated in chapter 10 of [ver90a]. A control connector has
total control over the object it is connected to.

An example of a control connector behaviour specification for a four-function ALU(operator) is:

(5, 1. .3)

%OOxx add.

4 .. 7 sub.

%1000 shiftl.

%1001 shiftr.

In this specification, the part between braces can be seen as a preprocessor. It specifies that only 4 bits
of the control input are used to generate the control signal. This part is optional and, if left out, the value
on the control connector's bus is directly used as control signal. In the above specification operator
function 'shift}' will be active ifthe value represented by bits 5 and the bits 1 to 3 is 8 etc.. It is allowed
to use values containing don't care bits and also ranges of values in the specification. As can be seen in
the above specification constant values can be given in different formats.

4.2 Modelling control connectors in VHDL

Every control connector specification can be mapped to a VHDL case statement. The equivalent VHDL
code of the control connector specification from the previous section is given on the next page. We
assume that the name of the control connector is 'c'. Note that the default function of an operator is
selected if the value on the bus does not match with a value in the control specification. For the four
function ALU operator of the previous section the function 'add' is set as default function. The part
between braces is translated in the expression c(5) & c(3 DOWNTO 1) which is a concatenation of the
control bits that are tested. Because all functions of an operator are translated into VHDL procedures
we can simply use a procedure call to select a function.
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CASE to_integer(c(5) & c(3 DOWNTO 0» IS

WHEN 0 TO 3 => add;

WHEN 4 TO 7 => sub;

WHEN 8 => shifH;

WHEN 9 => shiftr;

WHEN others => add;

END CASE;

In VHDL the result of the test expression in a case statement must be an integer so we need the conver
sion function 'to_integer'. Note that this conversion function must be able to translate a logic type of
package std_Iogic_1l64 to an integer. VHDL synthesizers of different companies use different function
to do this translation! All values that include don't care bits or values that are not specified as decimal
values must be translated to decimal numbers.

4.2.1 Overlapping CASE statements

The translation of the control specification given in section 4.1 is straightforward and very easy. Unfor
tunately there can be a problem when translating a control specification. This problem occurs if control
values of a specification overlap. An example of such a control connector behaviour specification for a
2-function operator with a single three-state output is :

%lxx enable.

%xOO add.

%xOl sub.

Ifwe use a straightforward conversion we get:

CASE to_integer(c) IS

WHEN 4 TO 7 => enable2;

WHEN 0 I4 => add;

WHEN 11 5 => sub;

WHEN others => add;

END CASE;

The problem with the above VHDL code is that some values of the case selection are used more than
one time e.g. value 4 and 5. In most programming languages and also in VHDL this is not allowed. To

2. It is unlikely that enable will be implemented as a VHDL procedure. We use it here to ease our description.
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create correct VHDL code we must remove the overlapping values from the original ranges and add a
new combined set of commands for the overlapping range:

CASE to_integer(c) IS

WHEN 61 7 => enable;

WHEN 0 => add;

WHEN 1 => sub;

WHEN 4 => add; enable;

WHEN 5 => sub; enable;

END CASE;

The rest of this section will discuss how this translation of overlapping to non-overlapping case state
ments is implemented. The text is a summary of [Ver90c).

The algorithms used to remove the overlap have to calculate with ranges of values. The simplest way to
calculate with ranges of values of all kinds is to use values with don't care masks. We will denote these
here with <valuelmask> pairs. For instance 'OlxOxlB' will be encoded as <OIOOOlBIOO1010B>, The
value part indicates the places of the '1 's in the value; the mask part indicates the places of the X's in
the value.

Conversion of a single value is simple, add a <valueIO> pair to the list. Conversion of a value with don't
care bits is rather trivial but conversion of a range of values is somewhat more complex. Normally a
range of values must be encoded with several <valuelmask> pairs to cover the given range. [Ver90c]
contains a nice algorithm to do this conversion. The algorithm encodes for example the range 6..9 as
two values with don't care bits, OllxB (covering 6..7) and lOOxB covering 8..9).

We can now assume that the case entries can all be converted into a list of <valuelmask> pairs and
accompanying commands to execute. First we have to find the ranges of values which overlap between
two sets of commands. If such an overlap is found, the overlapping range must be removed from the
original ranges and a new combined set of commands must be added for the overlapping range. This is
already demonstrated in the example above.

There exists an overlap between two <valuelmask> pairs if the following expression yields a zero
value:

(value1 XOR value2) AND (NOT(maskl OR maks2»3

The actual overlapping values can be calculated as follows:

overlapValue:= value1 OR value2

overlapMask := maskl AND mask2

3. The logical operations on values and masks work bitwise on variable length integers!
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The overlap check must be done between each pair in both lists of <valuelmask> pairs of the CASE
entries. During this check, a new list of overlapping values is build for each overlap found. After this
the original case entries are compared one-by-one against the list of overlapping values to remove the
overlap. Again [Ver90c] contains an algorithm to remove the overlap. The effect of removing the over
lap on each of those pairs can be - they can remain as is (no overlap), they can be restricted in range
(partial overlap) or they can be removed completely (fully contained in overlap). The pseudo-code of
the actual case entry splitting procedure that uses all of the above mentioned algorithms is given below
(the procedure uses a linked and nil-terminated list of case entries):

Splitoverlap(firstCase: CASEentry);

VAR compare,test,newCase: CASEentry;

"Each 'CASEentry' contains a list of test pairs and a list of lists of commands"

"This list of lists initially only contains a single list of commands!"

BEGIN

compare := firstCase.next;

WHILE compare <> nil DO

BEGIN

test := firstCase;

REPEAT

overlap =CheckOverlap(test,compare);

IF (overlap <> nil)

THEN

BEGIN

"Create new case entry; and insert the new case before the first case entry."

''The list of test pairs of the overlap list is the test list of the new case entry"

"The commandlists of test and compare together are the commandlists"

"of the new entry."

RemoveOverlap(test,overlap); "remove the overlapping values from test"

RemoveOverlap(compare,overlap); "same for compare"

END;

ELSE

test := test.next;

UNTIL test = compare

compare := compare.next;

END;

RemoveEmptyCases(firstCase);

END;
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This procedure makes sure that each combination of case tests is checked and split if necessary.

After this it remains to generate VHDL code. We want to generate as a case selection nice sequences of
single values and ranges of values without any double values in it. For example the list of <valuelmask>
pairs: 0 IlxB;lOOxB;OxxOB;OlOlB should be written in VHDL as 01214 TO 9.There are however sev
eral problems here.

The first is that the <valuelmask> pairs may specify overlapping values. Also, they are not in any order
at all, for instance OxOxB is both before and after 00 IOB ( it denotes values 0,1,4, and 5)! To solve this
we use a two-step process. The first step creates a sorted (on value) list of <valuelmask> pairs with all
don't cares to the left of defined bits written out in full, For example OxOxB is converted into OOOxB and
OlOxB. The second step writes out the sorted list, removes doubles and concatenates ranges.
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5 Registers
The IDaSS register models a master/slave register with 1..64 bits width. It can execute eight different
functions: load, increment, hold, load-increment, load-decrement, reset and set to a specific value. The
default function of a register after initialisation is 'hold', but can be changed by the designer. A register
can have an input and also a (three-state) output both of the same width. In addition each register carries
a 'semaphore' bit. This bit is set upon all register load actions, and can be tested and reset by a state
controller. A register also has an asynchronous reset for which the value can be specified. Translating a
register into a VHDL description is straightforward and is discussed in section 5.1.

5.1 Modelling registers in VHDL

In this chapter we only concentrate on registers that do not need the semaphore bit and do not have a
three-state output. The latter will be discussed in chapter 6. Semaphore bits are subject for future imple
mentation.

First of all a register has a clock and an asynchronous reset input. People familiar with IDaSS do know
that these two signals need not to be drawn on a schematic because they are available implicitly. When
modelling a register in VHDL we must however explicitly describe these clock and reset busses. The
converter automatically creates a clock and reset net for a complete design. These nets flow throughout
the complete hierarchy and to all synchronous blocks (registers and state machines).

All registers use the following VHDL template for the architecture body:

PROCESS (elk,reset)

IF (reset = '1') THEN

output <= asynchronous reset value

ELSIF (elk'EVENT AND elk = 'I') THEN

<commands>

This mostly is a case statement to select the various functions of the register.

END IF;

END PROCESS;

The VHDL process describing a register may only be sensitive to the clock and asynchronous reset sig
nal. The asynchronous reset signal is read first in the process statement to give it the highest priority.

As an example we present the VHDL code of an 8 bits register called 'reg' that has an input called 'i',
an output called '0' and a 5-bits control connector called 'c' with the following specification:

o load.

1 inc.

2 dec.

The asynchronous reset value of the register is set to 1.
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First we present the entity declaration of this register:

ENTITY reg IS
PORT (

elk: IN std_ulogic;
reset: IN std_ulogic;

c: IN std_ulogic_vector(4 DOWNTO 0);

i: IN std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0);
0: OUT std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0)

);

END reg;

The corresponding behaviour description is depicted below:

ARCHITECTURE behaviour OF reg IS

BEGIN

PROCESS(elk,reset)
BEGIN

IF (reset = '1') THEN
o <= "00000001";

ELSIF (elk'EVENT AND elk = '1') THEN
CASE to_integer(c) IS

WHENO=>
o <= i; -- load

WHEN1=>

o <= 0 + '1'; -- inc
WHEN2=>

o <= 0 - '1'; - dec

WHEN others =>

o <= 0; -- hold
END CASE;

END IF;

END PROCESS;

END behaviour;
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If the register only has 1 function then this function also is the default function of that register. The con
verter leaves the case statement out and specifies this function only:

IF (reset ='1') THEN
o <= "00000001";

ELSIF (elk/EVENT AND elk ='1') THEN

o <= 0 + '1'; -- inc
END IF;

The translation of the various register functions is trivial as can be seen in the previous VHDL descrip
tions.
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6 Three-state outputs
The output contacts of an IDaSS object almost always have the possibility to be three-state. The way
these contacts are controlled always is the same, regardless the block they are placed in. The output can
be disabled and enabled by commands.

For modelling a three-state contact, few possibilities are available. Section 6.1 describes a modelling
method that is proposed by Synopsys and most other companies providing a VHDL synthesizer. Note
that this modelling method cannot be used for the VHDL synthesizer of Compass. Until now we have
not found a suitable solution for the Compass VHDL synthesizer.

6.1 Modelling a three-state output

The IEEE has standardized a package called 'std_Iogic_l164' exporting a nine-state logic type and its
relevant functions and operators. Among these nine values, 'Z' is proposed for bus mechanism model
ling. The package defines the resolved type std_Iogic as well as type std_Iogic_vector, a vector of ele
ments of type std_Iogic. The associated resolution function, also defined and exported by this package,
gives to 'Z' the semantics of "three-state" value.

As has been shown in the previous chapters all IDaSS blocks are modelled as a VHDL process. If a
block contains a three-state output a second VHDL process will be generated to implement this three
state output. To demonstrate how this is done we present the VHDL code of an 8-bit register called
'reg' with a single three-state output called '0' and a 2-bits control connector called 'c' with the follow
ing specification:

1 inc.

3 enable.

The entity declaration of the register is:

ENTITY reg IS

PORT (

elk : IN std_ulogic;

reset: IN std_ulogic;

c: IN std_ulogic_vector(l DOWNTO 0);

0: OUT std_Iogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0);

);

END reg;

As can be seen the three-state output is declared as a normal output (OUT). The only difference is that
the logic type of the output is a resolved type called 'std_Iogic_vector'.

The corresponding architecture body is given on the next page. It contains two VHDL processes; one
for the three-state output and one for the register function itself:
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ARCHITECTURE behaviour OF reg IS

SIGNAL d2v_reg.Jnt: std_Iogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL d2v_enable: std_ulogic;

BEGIN

PROCESS(d2v_enable,d2v_reg_int)
BEGIN

IF (d2v_enable = '1') THEN
o <= d2v_reg_inti

ELSE
o <= (OTHERS => 'Z');

END IF;
END PROCESS;

PROCESS (clk,reset)
BEGIN

IF (reset = '1') THEN
d2v_reg.Jnt <= "00000001";

ELSIF (clk'EVENT AND elk = '1') THEN
d2v_enable <= '0';
CASE to_integer(c) IS

WHEN 1 =>
d2v_reg.Jnt <= d2v_reg_int + '1'; -- inc

WHEN3=>
d2v_enable <= '1';

WHEN others =>
d2v_reg_int <= d2v_reg.Jnt; -- hold

END CASE;
END IF;

END PROCESS;
END behaviour;

The architecture body contains two extra signal declarations. The signal 'd2v_reg_int' is used to trans
fer the internal register output to the three-state process. The name of this signal always is constructed
from the name of the IDaSS object prefixed with 'd2v_' and appended with '_int' to denote its internal
use. If the register output is a three-state contact then the register process does not use output '0' but the
internal signal 'd2v_reg_int' to describe the various register functions. Another I-bit signal called
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'd2v_enable' is used to control the three-state output. As can be seen, the process describing the three
state output is only sensitive to the internal register output and the signal 'd2v_enable'. Depending on
the value of the signal 'd2v_enable' the internal register output 'd2v_reg_int' is connected to the real
register output '0' or set to three-state. The latter is done with the assignment 0 <= (OTHERS => 'Z');
which specifies that all bits of '0' are set to 'Z'. In fact this is the same as 0 <= 'ZZZZZZZZ'; (note
that output '0' is 8-bits wide). The problem with this second assignment however is that we need to
know the width of the output to generate sufficient 'Z's where the first assignment is independent of the
output width.

The actual control of signal 'd2v_enable' is done in the register process. Only if control connector 'c'
carries the value '3' the three-state output is enabled (d2v3nable <= '1'). In all other cases the output
is disabled so we need to insert the assignment d2v_enable <= '0' before the case statement. In the
example presented above the default function of the three-state contact is: disabled. If the default func
tion of the contact is set to enable not many changes are needed. First note that the specification of the
control connector will be:

1 inc.

3 disable.

We only have to change the test IF (d2v3nable = '1') to IF (d2v3nable = 'Ot). The assignments to
signal 'd2v_enable' in the register process need not to be changed.
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7 State machine controllers
A state machine controller controls other blocks in the design.The state machine controller is described
by a numbered sequence of separate states. Every state can have a label to be used for referencing dur
ing state transition statement execution. In the different states, commands are given to control other
blocks in the design or to control the state machine controller itself. Execution of the commands can be
conditional. Depending on the value of some expressions only a part of the commands is executed. The
description of a state is done in a special language. The complete syntax of this language can be found
in chapter 8 of [Ver90a]. To see how this language looks like in section 7.1 a short example of a state
description is described. Section 7.2 shows how a state machine controller can be mapped to VHDL.
Special attention is paid to keep semantics the same.

7.1 State descriptions

This section is not intended to cover the full state description language. It merely is used to give some
insight in the language just to understand the rest of the chapter4.

The following is an example of a state description taken from a microprocessor design:

exec2:

ALU enable;

IR

%OOlOOOOx UXCH A,@Rx:"

ACCU enable;

ALU xfer;

LATCH load;

-> exec3

%lllOlxxx UDJNZ Rx:"

LATCH

ALU

enable;

dec;

latch = 1

1 uDecremented to 0:"

PCOP

PC

inc;

load;

-> fetch

o UNot decremented to 0:"

-> exec3

4. This section contain quotations of [Ver90a].
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In this example, the main parts making up a state description can be found. The state label is a user
defined name, directly followed by a colon. Following the colon are commands for blocks, separated by
semicolons. The last command may be a state transition command for the state machine itself. If no
state transition command is given, then the default action is to go to the next sequentially numbered
state.

Conditional blocks are always placed within square brackets and may come in place of a block com
mand. These contain an expression to evaluate, and one or more conditionally executed command
groups (separated by vertical bars). The expression result values under which a command group is exe
cuted may be specified at the start of each group, using constant values, ranges of values, values con
taining don't care bits or any combination of these.

7.2 Modelling state machine controllers in VHDL

State machines need to be described by two processes [ARJ93][LHY92][SBS93b][Syn92][Com93]: a
registered process to store the state variable and a combinational process to describe state transitions
and output decoding. The split into two processes is required to avoid registering the state machine out
put signal. The template shown below is used to model an IDaSS state machine controller.

The process called 'SYNC' is used to store the state variable. An enumerated VHDL type called
'state_type' is generated for this purpose which is made up of all states defined in the controller
description. The second process called 'FSM' is the actual implementation of the state descriptions
including the next state calculations. This second process is sensitive to the internal state and all inputs
of the state machine. These inputs typically are test busses flowing from register outputs to the state
machine. Furthermore the VHDL state descriptions will contain assignments to state machine outputs
that are used to control the various blocks of the design.

ARCHITECTURE behaviour OF CONTROL IS

TYPE state_type is (state1,state2,...);

SIGNAL currenCstate : state_type;

SIGNAL nexCstate : state_type;

BEGIN

SYNC: PROCESS(elk,reset)

BEGIN

IF (reset = '1') THEN

current_state <= state1;

ELSIF (elk'EVENT AND elk = '1') THEN

current_state <= next_state;

END IF;

END PROCESS SYNC;
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FSM: PROCESS(currenCstate,...)

BEGIN

CASE currenCstate IS

WHEN state1 =>

next_state <= state2;

WHEN state2 =>

WHEN OTHERS =>

-- do nothing

END CASE;

END PROCESS FSM;

END behaviour;

To illustrate all of the above we show a translation of a simple state machine controller that is part of the
design depicted in figure 6. This design is taken from the IDaSS manual [Ver90a].

Simulator: TopLe

B
messages will come her. step

IS) States: ctrl, 11 lID 0
~eft:

[ reg at: 7
: 8 shft left ; -) left
: 1 shft right; -) right ]

~essages will come here

IS) States: ctr l, 12 lID 0
i'ight:

[ reg at: 8
: 8 shft right; -) right
: 1 shft left ; -) left ]

~essages will come here

Figure 6: IDaSS design containing a simple state machine controller.

The IDaSS design depicted in figure 6 implements a 'running light'. The block called 'reg' is an 8-bits
wide IDaSS register with as default function 'load'. The block called 'shft' is an IDaSS operator that
has 2 functions: function 'left' to shift the input I bit to the left and function 'right' to shift the input I
bit to the right. The state machine controller 'ctrl' is used to control the complete design. This controller
has 2 states called 'left' and 'right' for which the state descriptions can be found in figure 6. As can be
seen from these state descriptions, the controller checks, when in state 'left', the value of bit 7 of regis
ter 'reg'. Depending on the value of this bit it activates one of the two functions of operator 'shft' and
jumps to the next state. The VHDL code of the controller is shown on the next pages.
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ENTITY ctrl IS
PORT (

elk : IN std_ulogic;
reset: IN std_ulogic;
d2v_reg: IN std_ulogic_vector(7 DOWNTO 0);
d2v_shft_ctrl : OUT std_ulogic

);

END ctrl;

ARCHITECTURE behaviour OF ctrl IS

TYPE state_type is (left,right);
SIGNAL current_state: state_type;
SIGNAL next_state: state_type;

BEGIN
SYNC: PROCESS(elk,reset)

BEGIN
IF (reset = '1') THEN

current_state <= left;
ELSIF (elk'EVENT AND elk = '1') THEN

current_state <= nexCstate;
END IF;

END PROCESS SYNC;

FSM: PROCESS(current_state,d2v_reg)
BEGIN

CASE current_state IS
WHEN left =>

d2v_shft_ctrl <= '0'; -- default
CASE d2v_reg(7) IS

WHEN'O'=>
d2v_shft_ctrl <= '0'; --left
nexCstate <= left;

WHEN'I'=>
d2v_shft_ctrl <= '1'; -- right
next_state <= right;

END CASE;
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WHEN right =>
d2v_shfCctrl <= '0'; -- default
CASE d2v_reg(0) IS

WHEN '0'=>
d2v_shfCctrl <= '1'; -- right
nexCstate <= right;

WHEN'l'=>
d2v_shft3trl <= '0'; --left
nexCstate <= left;

END CASE;

WHEN OTHERS =>
-- do nothing

END CASE;
END PROCESS FSM;

END behaviour;

First note that the entity declaration contains a few input and output ports. As can be seen in figure 6 the
block 'ctrl' does not contain any ports at all. Just as discussed for the IDaSS registers every state
machine controller requires a clock and reset input. Besides these 2 basic inputs we possibly need for
every state machine controller a number of inputs. These inputs are used to transfer test values of
IDaSS registers to the state machine controller. As described in section 7.1 every conditional block can
contain a test expression. Every operand in such an expression (if not a name of a temp. variable) must
be a register5. The converter scans all state descriptions for such expressions and for every register that
is tested a test bus and a state machine input is constructed. Also for the tested register an extra output,
even if the register already has an output, is generated. The name of the state machine input and the reg
ister output always is made up of the name of the tested register prepended with 'd2v_' e.g. 'd2v_reg'
in the example above. The width of the test bus always is the same as the width of the tested register. It
is possible to test a register that resides on a schematic a few levels lower in the hierarchy. The function
that constructs the test bus can handle such a situation in that it automatically generates busses and con
tacts on all schematics that are part of the hierarchical path leading to the tested register. The name of
all contacts, including those on the state machine controller and the register is constructed using the
general prefix 'd2v_' and a concatenation of all names making up the hierarchical path. Now we also
can understand the reason to generate an extra output. The already existing output of the register can be
connected to a bus flowing to an IDaSS block a few levels higher in the hierarchy. We have to search
for the highest level the bus flows to, before we can make the connection. To avoid this complex search
we generate a new output and thus exactly know the place to make the connection. Another reason is
that we now do not have to check if the existing output is a three-state output in which case we anyway
require an extra output.

5. It also can be the name of a global signal. The converter does not yet support such global signals.
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The entity declaration also contains a number of outputs. These outputs are used to control the various
blocks of the design. We need a control bus from the state machine controller to every block that is con
trolled by the state machine controller. A state description can contain block commands that activate a
specific function of an IDaSS block. To be able to actually control the block the converter will, just as is
done for the tested register, create a bus, a state machine output and a control input on the controlled
block. The name of these contacts always is made up of the name of the controlled block prepended
with 'd2v_' and appended with '3trl' e.g. 'd2v_shfcctrl' in the example above. The converter scans
all state descriptions of a controller and constructs a list of commands for every IDaSS block that is
controlled by the controller. This list of commands is used to determine the width of the required con
trol busses and contacts. Furthermore this list is also used to determine what functions of a register are
used. The converter must encode every command of a specific block. How this encoding is done is dis
cussed in section 7.2.1. For now it is enough to know that the default command always is encoded as
zero6. Once the command encoding is done, we know how to translate a block command to a control
output assignment. In the example above the command 'right' that is sent to block 'shft' is encoded as
'1'. Thus the IDaSS command shft right can be translated into the VHDL assignment
d2v_shfCctrl <= '1';

If the controller is in a specific state then all blocks that are not controlled in that state will perform their
default function. To model this in VHDL, every VHDL state description starts with assigning value
zero (which always is the default function) to all control outputs of the state machine controller. Every
conditional block is translated into a VHDL case statement.

The modelling style described above closely reflects the IDaSS specification. The IDaSS state descrip
tion language is a powerful language and to keep the semantics in VHDL the same a number of possible
problems have to be solved. Section 7.2.2 will discuss all these problems. First we show how the com
mand encoding is implemented.

7.2.1 Command encoding

The converter discriminates between simple commands (select a function) and commands that control
three-state outputs or reset a register. First we discuss the command encoding for IDaSS operators after
which the IDaSS registers follow.

An IDaSS operator only can receive simple commands or commands controlling three-state outputs if
present. The easiest situation to handle is the case in which the operator does not have any three-state
output. The converter simply uses the constructed list of commands of the operator. The length of this
list determines the width of the control output (ceiling of 210g(1ength of list)). The commands are sim
ply encoded sequentially starting with code one. Code zero is used for the default function of the opera
tor. If the designer did not specify a default function for the operator the first command of the list is set
as default. Note that in most cases the default command is never used in a state description. Thus the
constructed list of commands will not contain this default command. We must check if this is the case
and append the list with this default command. The latter is important for calculating the correct width
of the control output. Assume for example the following short list of commands of an IDaSS operator:
'add'; 'sub'. The default function of the operator is function 'xfer'. The converter will generate the fol-

6. This convention is useful when modelling blocks that are controlled by more than one controller. The converter
does not yet support this.
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lowing encoding (width of vector is ceiling of 210g(3) =2): 'xfer' ="00"; 'add' ="01" and 'sub' =
"10".

If the operator contains three-state outputs the encoding changes a little bit. We must use a single bit for
every three-state output of an operator because the control of these outputs is independent of the control
of the various operator functions. The control bits used for the three-state outputs always are the least
significant bits of the control vector. Again we must assure that the default function of the three-state
output is mapped onto value '0'. Assume that the previously discussed operator also has a three-state
output that is disabled in the default state. The width of the vector will become 3 (2 bits for the 3 func
tions and I bit for the three-state output). The least significant bit of the vector is used to control the
output. Encoding: 'enable' ="xxI"; disable ="xxO"; 'xfer' ="OOx"; 'add' ="Olx"; 'sub ="lOx".

The converter will generate a VHDL case statement in the architecture body of the operator just as done
for a control connector. If the operator contains a three-state output the case statement is changed a lit
tle. For selecting the various operator functions we must not test the complete vector but only the bits
that are used to encode the various functions. For the previously discussed example the case statement
will look like:

CASE d2v_op_ctrH2 DOWNTO 1) IS
WHEN "00" =>

xfer;
WHEN "01" =>

add;
WHEN "10" =>

sub;

WHEN OTHERS =>
xfer;

END CASE;

In this example d2v_oP3trl(O) is used to control the three-state output. It is used instead of the signal
'd2v_enable' in the modelling of a three-state output as shown in chapter 6.

Encoding the commands of IDaSS registers almost is the same as encoding the operator commands.
One difference is that a register can not have an unknown default function. If not set by the designer the
default function will be 'hold'. Besides a three-state output (maximal one output) an IDaSS register
also has a synchronous reset that overrules all other commands. Just as is done for the three-state output
encoding, a single bit is used to encode this reset command.

7.2.2 Keeping semantics the same

There exists a few problems when modelling IDaSS state descriptions in VHDL. This section will
focus on these problems. Some parts described in this section are taken from [Ver9Od]. This section
however presents an important optimization in contrast to the ideas presented in [Ver90d].

The first problem focused on is that a conditional block may have entries which are activated in paral
lel, i.e. the tests values may overlap. This problem in many cases is present because the designer can
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use values containing don't care bits and thus is not aware of such an overlap. An example of a state
description containing the problem is given below:

state1:

[IR "tested object"

10 ALU add

11 ALU sub

I 0,1 BUF enable]

This problem of 'flattening' the case statement until there are only non-overlapping test values has
already been solved, as it was also present in control connectors (see section 4.2.1). There, the tests are
rewritten as sets of <valuelmask> pairs which can be manipulated to find overlaps and remove overlaps.
Overlapped tests are placed in separate test cases and the command (lists) are combined.

IDaSS allows nested tests to be performed. In IDaSS such a nested test is regarded as a single com
mand, and can also be treated as such during conversion to VHDL:

state1:

[IR "tested object"

10 ALU add;

[WITHCY "secondary test"

11 CY load]

11 ALU sub

I 0,1 BUF enable]

The equivalent VHDL code after command encoding looks like:

CASE to_integer(d2v_IR) IS

WHEN1=>

d2v_ALU_ctrl <= "01"; -- add

CASE to_integer(d2v_WITHCY) IS

WHEN1=>

d2v_CY_ctrl <= '1'; --load

WHEN OTHERS =>

-- do nothing

END CASE;

d2v_BUF(O) <= '1'; -- enable

WHEN1=>

d2v_ALU_ctrl <= "10"; -- sub

d2v_BUF(O) <= '1'; -- enable

WHEN OTHERS =>

-- do nothing

END CASE;
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This is generated relatively easy by flattening all tests. The problematic part is how IDaSS handles state
transitions in a state description.

Up to now, conditional blocks and normal block commands can be written down in all possible
sequences, as they will be executed in parallel anyway. Having state transitions in a state description
breaks this rule: if a state transition is executed, the remainder of the state description is completely
skipped. This is very easy to explain and use for the designers using IDaSS, but introduces a partly
sequential behaviour of the state description. The global solution proposed in [Ver90d] is to make sure
that all commands following a state transition which would be executed with that state transition will
not be executed if the state transition is taken. They must be 'guarded' with the complement of the tests
leading to the state transition. The latter must be done by inserting IF NOT ... THEN ... around every
thing following the CASE statement. The condition should 'OR' all state transition conditions in the
CASE statement which can become an enormous problem because there can be more than one. To illus
trate how this works below an example is given.

state1:

[IR "tested object":

1o ALU add;

[CYHAND "secondary test"

10 CY inc; -> state3

11 CY load; -> state2];

MEM write

11 ALU sub

10,1 BUF enable];

ACCU load

The corresponding VHDL code including the solution proposed in [Ver90d] (CYHAND is wider than I
bit):

CASE to_integer(d2v_IR) IS

WHEN 0=>
d2v_ALU3trl <= "01"; -- add
CASE to_integer(d2v_CYHAND) IS

WHENO=>
d2v_CY3trl <= "00"; -- inc
nexCstate <= state3;

WHEN 1=>
d2v_CY3trl <= "01"; --load
next_state <= state2;

WHEN OTHERS =>
- do nothing

END CASE;
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IF NOT (d2v_CYHAND = 0 OR CYHAND = 1) THEN

d2v_MEM_ctrl <= '1'; - write
d2v_BUF_ctrl(O) <= '1'; -- enable

END IF;

WHEN 1=>
d2v_ALU_ctrl <= 1/101/; -- sub

d2v_BUF_ctrl <= '1'; -- enable

WHEN OTHERS =>
-- do nothing

END CASE;
IF NOT «d2v_IR = 0) AND (d2v_CYHAND =0 OR d2v_CYHAND =1» THEN

d2v_ACCU_ctrl <= 1/111/; --load

END IF;

The assignments d2v_MEM_ctrl <= '1'; and d2v_BUF(0) <= '1'; are guarded with the complement
of the previous case entries. The same holds for the last assignment d2v_ACCU_ctrl <= "11". The
'guard' for the latter assignment already is rather complicated whereas the example shown is very sim
ple. Calculating the 'guards' will become a problem as the state description becomes complicated and a
lot of values containing don't care bits are used.

We can however use another approach which preserves us from calculating the various 'guards'. This
approach leaves the calculation of the actual 'guard' to the VHDL synthesizer. To accomplish this we
use a boolean variable called 'jump' to indicate if a state transition is taken. This boolean is set to
FALSE at the start of a VHDL state description. If a state transition is taken the boolean is set to TRUE.
Instead of using a complicated 'guard' we simply use IF (jump = FALSE) THEN ...

To illustrate how this works we give the VHDL code for the previous example using this new approach:

Note that variable 'jump' is declared as: VARIABLE jump: BOOLEAN;

jump:= FALSE;
CASE to_integer(d2v_IR) IS

WHEN 0=>
d2v_ALU_ctrl <= 1/01//; -- add
CASE to_integer(d2v_CYHAND) IS

WHENO=>
d2v_CY_ctrl <= 1/00//; -- inc

next_state <= state3; jump := TRUE;

WHEN1=>
d2v_CY_ctrl <= 1/01//; -load

nexCstate <= state2; jump := TRUE;

WHEN OTHERS =>

-- do nothing
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END CASE;
IF (jump = FALSE) THEN

d2v_MEM_ctrl <= 'I'; - write
d2v_BUF_ctrl(0) <= 'I'; -- enable

END IF;
WHEN1=>

d2v_ALU_ctrl <= "10"; -- sub
d2v_BUF_ctrl <= 'I'; -- enable

WHEN OTHERS =>
-- do nothing

END CASE;
IF (jump = FALSE) THEN

d2v_ACCU_ctrl <= "11"; --load
END IF;

This approach is very easy to implement and is used in the converter. The VHDL synthesizer calculates
the complement of all tests that contain a jump := TRUE; assignment. Even if there are nested IF state
ments that contain state transitions this approach works and we only need one boolean variable:

IF (jump = FALSE) THEN

CASE (d2v_XY) IS

WHEN1=>

next_state <= state2; jump := TRUE;

WHEN others =>

-- do nothing

END CASE;

IF (jump = FALSE) THEN

d2v_ALU_ctrl = "01"; -- add

END IF;

END IF;

Using this modelling style we can keep the semantics between IDaSS and VHDL the same and generate
VHDL code that closely reflects the IDaSS description.
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8 Conclusions
After creating a design with IDaSS it is possible to use the corresponding design file as input for a con
verter that can translate the design into a VHDL description. Some steps required to do this translation
can be realized with standard tools such as Lex and Yacc which makes it easy to extend. The corre
sponding VHDL description can be organized in such a way that it reflects the original design hierarchy
and block specifications as close as possible.

It is possible to translate the complete IDaSS operator block functions and language. All commonly
used operators including two-input multiplex (mux) operator and shift operators are handled. Those not
yet handled can be implemented using techniques used to implement the shift and mux operators. The
converter handles the precedence of operators and automatically insert brackets if needed. The expres
sions used in an operator are optimized in that all constant expressions are pre-calculated. Because of
this we can handle the full IDaSS parametrisation

Furthermore the IDaSS register functions can be translated. The semaphore bit present in a register is
not yet implemented but easily can be done.

The converter can translate three-state outputs used in the previous mentioned blocks. The modelling
style used for these three-state outputs works with most VHDL synthesizers except the synthesizer of
Compass.

The complete control connector language is implemented. The converter automatically translates spec
ifications that contain overlapping values to non-overlapping ones.

The complete state machine language can be handled except language constructs used for the stack
mechanism and state machine commands such as start, stop and hold. Again overlapping values used as
test values in a conditional block are automatically translated to non-overlapping ones. Furthermore the
converter assures that the semantics in IDaSS and VHDL keep the same.

Due to lack of time we did not consider Three-state buffers and constant generators of IDaSS. Both
blocks however are easy to translate to VHDL. A Three-state buffer is the same as an IDaSS operator
block with one input and one three-state output. The only (and default) function the operator must have
is assigning the input to the output. A constant generator mostly is used to test the design. When trans
lating to VHDL these constant generators are removed. Nevertheless the constant generator can be
translated to VHDL very easy. Consider that in most cases (if not to much constant values needed) the
constant generator can be implemented with an IDaSS operator block.

Communications using signals and the IDaSS memories e.g. RAM, ROM, LIFO, FIFO and CAM can
not be handled by the current converter and need further research

The converter makes it possible for the designer to keep away from specification details enforced by
VHDL, because these will be computed in the converter. The converter shortens the design time from
specification to implementation.
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